Principal(ing) in Place

Season 2: New NAESP Centers & Fellows

Thursday, October 8th, 2020
8:00 pm EST; 7:00 pm CST; 5:00 pm PST
#National Principals Month

#THANKAPRINCIPAL

THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU DO!
Purpose for This Series

CONNECT

SHARE

LEARN
Belonging to a team matters now more than ever!
Principal O'Neil is with Jessica Hutchinson and 23 others.

3d · 😊

I'd like to thank every principal who pours their heart and soul into what we do! #thankaprincipal #momsasprincipals #principalsinaction
Tonight’s Moderators

Dr. Andy Jacks
Principal
Ashland Elementary
Manassas, VA
ajacks@naesp.org
@_andyjacks

Hamish Brewer
Principal
Fred M. Lynn Middle
Woodbridge, VA
hbrewer@naesp.org
@brewerhm

Dr. Rachael George
Principal
Sandy Grade School
Sandy, OR
rachael.george@ortrail.k12.or.us
@DrRachaelGeorge

Center for Innovative Leadership
Ice Breaker

Let’s focus on the positives!

In the chat box, share some of the positive things that have been going on with you!

THINK POSITIVE, BE POSITIVE!
Center for Innovative Leadership

The NAESP Center for Innovative Leadership® expands the support of principals in achieving the highest results for children, families, and communities. The center disseminates transformative practices and strategies that serve as a catalyst for creating a lasting foundation for principal learning, driving student performance, and shaping the long-term impact of school improvement efforts.
Center for Innovative Leadership

- Monthly Center of Innovation Video Podcasts
  - Highlighting innovative practices of NAESP members

- Developing a pipeline of NAESP leaders and Fellows

- Innovative Leadership Exchange in Chicago in Summer 2021
Share your strategies:

THE CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE LEADERSHIP™

Share Your Strategies
What challenge have you encountered as a principal? How have you innovatively addressed the challenge? Inquiring minds want to know! As an NAESP member, complete the information below to be considered for inclusion in upcoming NAESP Center for Innovative Leadership™ program spotlights.

Name: *

Submissions only accepted from current NAESP members: *
Yes, I am a current member of NAESP.

School: *

City, State: *

Email: *

https://rb.gy/apjcom
We want your voice!

• What would you like to see the work of the Center of Innovation reflect?
Today’s Topic(s)

Igniting Your Innovation!
Let’s find that spark!
Poll Question #1

When you think of innovation, who do you think of?

A. Santa Claus  
B. Robin Williams  
C. Your significant other  
D. Amazon Prime delivery person  
E. Building secretary  
F. YOU
Red Flag Warning:
YOU are innovative!

- Stop comparing yourself to others
- Check your insecurities at the door
- Fix the self-talk
- Give yourself more credit
Poll Question #2
What’s your innovation status?

A. Ahh...what’s innovation?
B. I don’t have time for it. I can barely get to work in the morning and make it through the day.
C. When the stars align, innovation decides to make an appearance.
D. Innovation is my middle name...I do it all the time!
E. Just call me George Couros.
How to spark an innovative mindset:

- When are you the most creative and innovative?
- Pay attention to your inner voice
- Take a break
- Embrace failure
Poll Question #3

In the COVID19 era, how have you maintained your innovative spark?

A. I haven’t, I am waiting for 2020 to be over.
B. My innovation looks completely different now than what it did prior to COVID19.
C. COVID19 has nothing on me. I am innovating like a beast and my staff can’t keep up.
D. I make sure to plug into my fabulous PLN for innovative ideas and inspiration.
E. One word. Pinterest.
The key to **igniting** your innovation:

Keep it Simple!
To all our educational leaders,
Principal(ing) in Place Challenge:

Snap a picture of something new you’ve tried this week & share it!

Use #PrincipalingInPlace to win!
Next Week’s Topic:

Center for Diversity Leadership

Principal(ing) in Place Webinar Series:
Meet the Fellows: The Center for Diversity Leadership
Oct. 15 at 8 p.m. ET | Register at NAESP.org/webinars

With Guest Fellows

Ryan Daniel @heyrdaniel
Edgardo Castro @castro_nbct

#PrincipalingInPlace
We Want to Connect with You!


Hamish Brewer
Principal
Fred M. Lynn Middle School
Woodbridge, VA
hbbrewer@naesp.org
@brewerhm
hamishbrewer.com

Dr. Rachael George
Principal
Sandy Grade School
Sandy, OR
rachael.george@ortrail.k12.or.us
@DrRachaelGeorge
drrachaelgeorge.com